
BERMUDA SERIES 
MORRIS CUSTOM 62 

"VISIONS OF JOHANNA" 
 
 

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS 
LOA:                                 62'  3" 
LWL:                                 55'  0" 
BEAM:                     16'  0" 
DRAFT:                      6'  8" 
DISP:                                                 56,500 lbs 
SAIL AREA:                                                    1525 sq. ft. 
SA/DISP:                                                          16.57 
DISP/L:                                                                152 

 

 
 
The epoxy composite VISIONS OF JOHANNA uses light displacement to enable a luxurious 
home to be propelled at very high speeds despite a small and easily handled sailplan. She has a very 
functional pilothouse with superb visibility, separated from the interior by a watertight closure for 
the ultimate in offshore safety. Twin wheels make seeing forward past the intentionally narrow 
pilothouse a possibility for the eponymous and diminutive Johanna. Boston Boatworks built the 
epoxy composite hull and deck, and Morris Yachts completed the yacht. Her specification included a 
carbon fiber rudder, composite chainplates, Evolution shaft system, overspec engine room 
insulation, and a plethora of interior luxuries. All combined with old world joinerwork belowdecks 
and singleminded attention to insulation and ventilation (no less than 18 deck hatches!) to deliver 
high performance, seagoing comfort and stability combined with extremely moderate draft that puts 
the Bahamas within reach. 



                     
 
 

   

 
VISIONS OF JOHANNA has the popular 100%jib, code zero, rollable stormsail sailplan. 
 

 

     
The combination of a narrow pilothouse and wide, twin wheeled helming area makes forward visibility excellent.  
 



 

   
Two dorades and three opening hatches per side abreast     Fold down steps provide a walkthrough to the transom 
the pilothouse ventilate the aft cabins.             scoop. 
 

   
Wide side decks, stanchions emerging from the                 The home entertainment area opposite the  
bulwark top, no wood anywhere to maintain.                   dinette is beautifully crafted. 
 

    
An inner companionway closure separates the                   A view of the forward half of the large galley 
pilothouse from the rest of the interior.  The 
pilothouse may thus be used in very heavy  
weather and at night without disturbing those 
below. 
 



 
            The main salon is finished in beautifully matched Honduras mahogany. 
 

    
First in the doublehanded class, Marion- Bermuda 2005.  Graham Schweikert , Bill Strassberg and Chuck Paine 
                                  collecting prizes.   
                           
 
For plans or further information contact Ed Joy: 
ed@edjoydesign.com  
 

 

 


